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Take-home messages
1. Large fraction of organic sulfur, up to 90%, was present in fresh

biomass burning plumes.

2. Consistent AMS response for potassium in the fire plumes, which 

allows for quantification, as demonstrated by the agreement with the 

IC. This measurement can be used for EFs in the short plumes that the 

filter sampler cannot resolve.

3. ~3 units higher pH in plumes vs. background, indicating a vastly 

different chemical regime; fires are a large source of NH3 and hence 

aerosol alkalinity in the troposphere.

Small changes in NH3 partitioning vs. big changes in HNO3 partitioning.

1. Introduction and method

In the summer of 2019, the NASA DC-8 sampled:

• 14 western wildfires in WA, MT, ID, CA, and AZ;

• ~90 smaller eastern (mostly agricultural) fires 

based in the SE US;

The CU Aerodyne Aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) 

measured non-refractory, bulk and size-segregated 

submicron particles composition at 1 Hz (or higher) 

time resolution.

AMS sampling strategy:

• 1 Hz sampling rate for non-fire 

plumes;

• 5 Hz for most fires, especially 

agricultural fires (typically a few 

seconds sampling).

AMS fast sampling is verified via 

comparing to gas-phase CO and 

CH2O measurements.

2. Large fraction of organic sulfur found in the fire plumes

• Large fraction of organic S in the fresh wildfire plumes. (Also seen before in DC3 and FLAME-3, but not 

SEAC4RS; fuel specific).

• Inorganic SO4 estimated from fragmentation pattern or PMF ≅ SAGA-MC SO4 (IC-based inorganic-only 

sulfate).

In plume Background

• High abundant H2SO4 (inorganic sulfate) and 

RSO3 (sulfonate) observed;

• RSO4 and RSON>4 also present;

• RSO species mostly have carbon number 12 to 

21 ⇨ high molecular weight;

• C18H30SO3 (dodecylbenzenesulfonic acid) is 

used in fire extinguisher.

• We are looking at HMS and HMS-analogous 

chemistry.

Offline HRMS analysis (Alex Laskin group, Purdue Univ.) of filter samples confirms abundant S-containing 
organic species.

Volatility measured from thermal denuder (periodic sampling)

Thermal denuder (50 ०C) 

measurements in plumes show 

volatility:

OA ~ NO3 > SO4 (high concentration 

mostly organic sulfur) > Cl

Relatively short life-time of the 

organic sulfur species

A case study of the Williams Flats fire

FIREX-AQ campaign statistics

• The organic sulfur seems 

primary or “fast forming 

secondary” with an estimated 

lifetime of ~1.5 days.

• Higher organic sulfur fraction in 

the western wildfire than the 

eastern agricultural fires.

3. Quantification of potassium in fire plumes by AMS

Fire plume MS example

• Variable AMS response for K salts in the lab calibrations (KCl, KNO3, KNO2, K2SO4, KHP, etc.).

• Plume data suggests a uniform instrumental sensitivity factor for K by comparing to the “cation deficit”.

• The same slope of KCl+ vs. K+ ion between KCl and field data ⇨ A dominant form as KCl.

• Agreement between AMS and SAGA filter K (IC-based) (see the comparison plot in the “Take-home messages”).

• OA dominates total mass, >80-90%, as found in previous aircraft biomass burning samplings.

• More inorganic fraction tends to be observed with higher MCE (modified combustion efficiency).

• Some agricultural fire plumes enriched with Cl, K, and SO4,inorg vs. wildfires.

• Larger variabilities in agricultural fire plumes ⇔ different fuels.

• More Cl emissions from burning corn and soybeans; less from rice; minimal from grassland and timber slash.

5. Highly reduced particle acidity in the fire plumes

In vs. out plume pH: 6.1±1.4 
vs. 2.7±2.1;

K increases w/ total mass

Small change in ε(NH4) 
despite large increase in NH3

Increase in HNO3 and 
~100% ε(NO3) in plumes

Higher total mass ⇒ More 
reduced OA;

Enhanced fraction of organic 
sulfur in plumes

• Particle pH is important property that is involved in many particulate processes e.g. ion solubilization, gas updake, 

aqueous-phase reaction, gas-particle partitioning, BrC absorption, and phase separation.

• Particle pH was predicted via running ISORROPIA-II thermodynamic model in “forward” mode. NH3, NH4, and NO3

are well predicted validating the modelling results. Outliers were removed and attributed to the low RH (<30%) that 

disqualifying metastable assumption (i.e., liquid aerosols).

Wildfire cross-plume profiles show clear gradients and similar trends between pH and OA (log scale)

2. Organic sulfur in the fire plumes (Con’t)
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K (a biomass burning marker) is not a standard product of AMS but frequently seen in the plumes during FIREX-AQ.

RIE: relative ionization efficiency 
of a species (vs. nitrate)

Cation deficit = ([SO4] + [NO3] + [Cl] 
- [NH4] (in moles)) x MWK

4. Submicron PM composition in fire plumes

Particle phase fraction:
ε(NO3)=(NO3)/(HNO3+NO3)

ε(NH4)=(NH4)/(NH3+NH4)

• Ongoing 

analysis of 

FireLab
data.
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Examples of sampling small agricultural fires
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